Host SM_Rascal says:
The senior crew of the Tal-War faces the unknown as they venture out of the runabouts to search the abandoned Breen ship. All for a crate...

Host SM_Rascal says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Arc 'Through the mist' part 3 >>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_B`lee says:
@::working the controls of a Breen airlock trying to gain access to the ship - preferring the idea of using an actual hatch over passing through one of the gaping holes in the spaceframe::

FCO_Shania says:
::on the runabout::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Gets a deeper scan of the anomolies and records the data for later handling and experimentations::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Approaching the airlock B´lee is at already::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::makes his way closer to the Breen vessel observing the work of the crew as well as keeping his focus on the ahead::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: floating by B'lee with phaser rifle in hand::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@CSO: What do you mean you can't read Breen?

Heather says:
::wakes up with a horrible headache, looks around and groans:: Oh.... ugh.

TO_Sondar says:
@::standing with the other officers, watching B'lee unlock the airlock::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Lands near the other officers, wanting to get out of this EVA suit::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@OPS: I just never took a course in Breen i did take one in Klingon though, sir.

TO_Sondar says:
@::looks around, holding his phaser rifle:: CTO: You think there is going to be anything in there I can shoot at

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: you sure you don't want to go in the breach?

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::reaches out and pulls the phaser rifle from Bost'k's hands:: CTO: Well then let's try this ... ::braces himself and fires on the door mechanism panel::

Heather says:
::eyes open wide, gasps:: Self: Where am I?!? ::shakes her head and looks around again:: It looks strangely familiar....

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: moves to one side quickly::  OPS: could you warn me when you're going to do that?!

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Continues to scan the anomolies::

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: Although there is no sound in space, as the airlock panel is blasted open, a flurry of sighs and whispers can be heared for a brief period of time.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@TO: i doubt it, but you could get lucky

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::hands the rifle back to Bost'k and begins yanking at the doors:: All: Let's see if that did it...

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::notes the OPS' resort to firing on the door, and makes his way closer, so he may pass::

FCO_Shania says:
::checks sensors::

TO_Sondar says:
@::smiles:: CTO: I hope so

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: did it?

Heather says:
::gets up, her head throbbing, walks out of the habitat module to the front cockpit::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::yanks at the door, pushes, pulls, shoves, kicks::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@OPS: Still no signs of life sir. ::Continues to scan the area::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: you want some help   :: holding back a laugh::


Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: The airlock opens very slowly

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::hears the CSO but assumes he's talking to someone else since he said 'sir':: All: There we go! ::points to the Counselor:: CNS: Okay ... you go first.

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Stands at the airlock, waiting for it to open::

TO_Sondar says:
@::grins as the OPS opens the door and thinks he likes how this guy works::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: you sure you don't want to send me in first?

Heather says:
::sees the FCO:: FCO: Hello... ::sounds a bit frightened and confused:: Who are you? ::looks around:: where am I? How did I get here?

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@CTO: Okay ... fine ... have it your way. ::waves the tactical officer through::


CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Follows the counselor in::


CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: smiles and goes in, phaser rifle aimed::   OPS: all clear, you can send the CNS in.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::somewhat nods to the OPS and makes his way in to the hole checking for any alarming situations then motioning for the others to enter as well::

FCO_Shania says:
::turns:: Heather: Oh, hi there. I didn't realize I wasn't alone. My name's Shania. And you are?

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
<edit line to after CTO>

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::follows the others through, snapping on the headlights of his eva helmet, whips out his tricorder and starts scanning up and down the inner corridor as his magnetic boots take hold on the plating::::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Pulls his phaser, a moment strugling to get a good grip on it:: Self: Is this what they call nervous?

Heather says:
::thinks:: FCO: Heather Llewellyn.... ::looks confused again:: You look familiar.... do I know you?

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::looks around for Evirra:: Evirra: Okay ... which way to your precious cargo?

TO_Sondar says:
@::follows the others insided the hold, turing on his light and looking from side to side hopoing to see something to shoot at::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Mutters to himself:: Remarkable truely remarkable.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@Evirra: so, you wouldn't happen to know where to look would you?


CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Scans the area looking for more signs of temperol anomolies::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@TO: go over there and gaurd our flank   :: indicates off to the right::

Heather says:
::looks outside and sees the Breen ship:: FCO: Is that what I think it is? Is that the ship we've been looking for?

TO_Sondar says:
@::kicks some of the breen uniform:: Outloud: guess they decided they didn't need thier clothes

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@CSO: Any chance of gaining access to the computer? Calling up a ship's schematic?

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: Yep, it is. ::slightly confused::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Follows the officers, taking a quick look around:: OPS/CTO: I wouldn´t know the exact location, however I do hove some good clues we have to go that way. ::Points to the right of the teams position::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::looks around cautiously, noticing the crew and the inside of the vessel, committing it all to memory::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@OPS: Will take a look but either the Bridge computer or a station at engineering would be the place to start.

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::nods at Bost'k and points the same direction as Evirra:: CTO: That way...

Lt_Evirra says:
@All: We need to go to the cargobays, that´s as much as is certain.

Heather says:
::turns and looks at her again:: FCO: This vessel... it looks new... but how? The Alliance hasn't gotten its hands on new equipment in such a long time... did we find it with the wreckage? Is that how I got here?

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@CSO: What about these uniform bits? Anything you can tell us?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@OPS: According to my scans engineering should be down that corridor. ::Points down the corridoor to the left::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: right  :: moves off to the right::     TO: take the rear

TO_Sondar says:
@::nods to the CTO and moves to the rear of the team, keeping a lookout behind them::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Follows the CTO, starting to get nervous::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Scans the uniforms::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@CSO: This isn't a recovery operation... ::shakes his head and points to follow the CTO::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::follows the group::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: you think there's any technology on this ship worth pinching?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Follows the rest of the AT::

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: The...Alliance? I'm not sure I know what you are talking about. All I know is you bumped your head, pretty good obviously.

TO_Sondar says:
@::smiles wide:: OPS/CSO: Nope this is a find what we need and blow everything else up mission ::likes the idea of getting to blow up the ship::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: keeps moving, looking around carefully::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@CTO: Let's keep focused on getting Mister Evirra his ball of metal.

Heather says:
::furrows her brow:: FCO: Do you mind if I look at the computer data base?

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: No problem, go right ahead.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: aye sir.  shame though, they have good weapon systems.  :: keeps moving::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@OPS: Well from these unusual scans of the uniforms it would look like they where erased from history, not even a trace of DNA.

Heather says:
::sits down at a panel:: Self: This is a lot like Alliance technology... but a little different... let's see if it works on the same principles.... ::starts configuring the panel::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Continues walking and comes across some large doors:: All: Let´s check in here.

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@CSO: What ... like no one ever wore those uniforms? Then they could have been placed her purposefully. CTO: It could be a trap...

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::hears the CSO:: OPS: Ssssir, in that casssse I recommend sssssome of usss returning to the sssships, for ssssafety reassssonssss.

FCO_Shania says:
::gets herself a coffee:: Heather: You want coffee too?

TO_Sondar says:
@::walks along with everyone else, looking around. some what disappointed that he hasnt gotten to shot anything yet::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Mutters again to himself over the readings he is receiveing from his scans:: Truly amazing, incrediable.

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@CNS: Nice try, Counselor... ::shakes his head and continues towards the cargo bays::

Heather says:
::brightens noticably:: FCO: Coffee! You have Coffee! Oh yes! Please.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: i agree with you. :: stops and points rifle at the big doors. ::   i think we should send the SFI guy in first.

FCO_Shania says:
::gets a coffee for Heather and brings it over:: Heather: Here you go.

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Turns to the CTO:: CTO: I heard that!

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::tries to gather what the OPS was trying to get at by that statement:: OPS: Aye ssssir.

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@CTO: What? And never get a look at this thing? I think not. ::goes over to the panel that controls the cargo bay doors and tries to activate them::

Heather says:
FCO: Thank you. ::sips it:: Mmmm... it has been a long time since I had coffee...

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: smiles::  Evirra: hey, it's your cargo

Heather says:
::goes back to the database, looking over her records:: Self: Oh... my...

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Grumbles:: CTO: True. Anyway, let´s get along with this.

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::frowns as the doors don't open:: All: Hmm ... powers out. CSO: What can you do for me here?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Continues to gather Data from the area concerning the Temporal Anomolies::

FCO_Shania says:
::takes a look at the panel and returns to her seat:: Heather: Yeah, never go without coffee...

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: ok.   TO: cover the door from the right, i'm going to take the left  :: moves to the left of the door::

TO_Sondar says:
@::moves to the right of the door and nods to the CTO::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Takes position in front of the door, slightly behind the lines that can be drawn between the CTO and TO::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Goes over to the OPS officer:: Let me take a look maybe I can reroute power.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@CNS: you have a weapon?


Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::steps aside to allow Asmodeius room to work and runs his tricorder over the doors:: Evirra: Do we know if we have the right cargo bay?

Heather says:
::sips more coffee:: FCO: Mmm.... well it's been so long since we got any supplies from earth...  ::looks at the computer again:: So this is a Federation vessel?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Looks the control panel over trying to see power can be rerouted::

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: Yes, it is.

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Turn to B´lee:: OPS: No, we don´t, we´ll just have to go and find out.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::shakes his head:: CTO: There isssss no need for a weapon. Violenccccce will not help ussss in this ssssituation.

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@Evirra: This could take a while ... does your big ball of metal give off any kind of energy signature we could trace?

TO_Sondar says:
@::shakes his head the CNS:: CNS : You wont be thinking that if someone starts shooting at you

CTO_Bost`k says:
@CNS: so i guess i can rely on you to talk any attackers into lowering their weapons then

Heather says:
::looks in the history of the Federation... it seems so familar.....:: FCO: So is this a parallel dimension or... did this vessel come from one?

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: shakes  head::


CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::shakes his head and mutters about Tactical Officers::

TO_Sondar says:
@::laughes at the CTO's comments, and looks at the snake like creature and thinks he could just bite any attackers that come along::

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: Parallel dimension?

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: think we could blast them open?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Takes out some wires and attaches them to the Tricorder to see if it would provide sufficient power to open the doors::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::sees the CSO using the best way to attempt to open the door and then hears the CTO recommending those darn phasers and shakes his head and chuckles::

Heather says:
::looks at the FCO:: FCO: Yeah... where did this... ::decides maybe she'd better shut up::... right my head. ::rubs it as it still hurts::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@CTO: I'd rather give Asmo a chance to work his magic...

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: As the CSO attaches the power source, the panel lights up and the doors automatically slide open, until the power fails again, leaving a gap just wide enough to squeeze through.

TO_Sondar says:
@::looks at the CNS, and wonders what is wrong with blowing a whole in the door::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Thinks for a moment:: OPS: I´m sorry, but I can´t allow any scanning for or of the sphere. So, that only leaves us our eye-sight to get information.

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: I guess the doc should have a good look at you soon.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: good call  :: looks at panel::

Heather says:
::nods at the FCO::

TO_Sondar says:
@Evirra: You really like making things hard dont you

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::resists the urge to smack Evirra and sees the doors open:: Evirra: In that case ... you first. ::points to the gap between the doors and glances at Bost'k::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: moves closer to the gap and aims phaser rifle through it::

FCO_Shania says:
::walks over and sits down next to Heather:: Heather: Can you remember any of that? ::points to the panel::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@Evirra: after you  :: smiles::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::Sees the gap open in the door:: CTO: No phasersssss required.

Heather says:
::looks back at her own history and sees how it is similar to what she remembers... and also what she remembers as if suddenly she has two sets of memories in her head, but which is she? Heather of the Federation? Or Heather of the Alliance?:: FCO: It looks familiar.

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::hands Asmodeius his tricorder, knowing he'll get more use of it than B'lee ever would::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Turns to the TO, slightly irritated:: TO: Any problems, ensign? ::Turns to Bost´k:: CTO: Thank you. ::Enters the room and looks around::

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: And...what's the Alliance you talked about?

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::follows Evirra through the doors::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: has an urge to shoot him in the back but fights it and follows B'lee in::

TO_Sondar says:
@::smiles:: Evirra: I wont as soon as we are finished with this mission, and......::trails off leaving the part of getting ride of him out, and just grins instead::

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: The cargobay seems surprisingly 'intact', but it's completely empty. The far wall has the door to cargobay two.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@OPS: That is as far as it will go. ::puts his tricorder back together::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@TO: check the right side of the room, i'll take the left again    :: moves to the left::

TO_Sondar says:
@::follows everyone else in the cargobay::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::squeezes through the door and stands looking around noticing the CTO and TO being all commando, he shakes his head::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::groans slightly and glares at Evirra:: Evirra: How many cargo bays could this thing have?

Heather says:
::shakes her head as if to clear her thoughts but it doesn't work:: FCO: Well.... the Alliance is on its last legs... the crew and I were pretty much all that was left of its forces.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Then follows the rest of the team into the cargobay

CSO_Asmodeius says:
::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::hears something behind him, and instinctively ducks and spins around to find nothing there::

TO_Sondar says:
@::nods the Bost'k and moves to check the right side of the room, as he moves he is shinnign his light around looking for somethign to shoot before turns on Evirra::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Takes out his PADD and checks it quickly:: OPS: If it´s not here, it has to be... ::points at the doors:: ... there.

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@All: Anyone else hear that?

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: The crew and you? But you are a Starfleet officer....

Heather says:
FCO: We came out here looking for that ship.... as we had gathered information that there was something on that ship that could help turn the tide of the war....

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Puts back the PADD::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: hears sighs al around::  OPS: you hear that?

Heather says:
::furrows her brow:: FCO: Yes... I... seem to know that too....

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@OPS: There is a distorted power signature coming from that direction. ::Points down the cargo bay::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::turns to look at the OPS and looks confused::

FCO_Shania says:
::mumbles:: Sounds like Star Wars...

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::glances at Bost'k and gives him a weird look as they ask each other the same thing:: All: Well Johnny ... I'll take door number two then. ::points everyone towards the next cargo bay door::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Looks around to identify the source of the noise and tries to scan for it::


TO_Sondar says:
@::moves to the next cargobay as the others come up behind him::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: sound like we've been sent to find the lost arc or something


Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::presses the com button on this eva suit:: *FCO*: B'lee to Shania ... we've gotten aboard the Breen ship. No sign of the cargo yet, but we're working through the cargo bays looking for it. I'll keep you apprised....

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Sees the CSO, still waving around with his tricoder:: CSO: I won´t say this again... ::Starts yelling:: Put away that tricoder... NOW!

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: moves into the next cargo bay::

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: So...you have memories of an Alliance and of a Starfleet officer?

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::decides that it is time that he become serious he looks at the CTO and flicks his forked tounge at him::

Heather says:
FCO: Yes... and it is strange.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Puts away the Tricorder::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@CNS: can i help you?

FCO_Shania says:
*OPS* Acknowledged.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Thinks that is a mistake for anything could sneak up on them now::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::walks up between Evirra and the CSO:: Evirra: Calm down, Lieutenant ... we're just trrying to find your big ball of twine. ::points the CSO towards the door:: CSO: Door number two, please.

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: It must be very confusing.

TO_Sondar says:
@::moves with the group, thinking what a luckky man he is.  If he ever has any metnal problems the CNS is going to really freakhim out with that tounge::

Heather says:
::hears the familiar voice:: FCO: That was B'lee?

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::holds back a chuckle:: CTO: Haven't a clue assss to what you mean.

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: Yeah, that was B'lee-

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@OPS: Yes let's do this and get off this ghost ship. ::Heads for the doors::

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: The next cargo bay doors are wide open, and there seems to be radiating a dim blueish light from inside.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@CNS: right...

Heather says:
::brightens as she is happy for something she remembers from both places:: FCO: Oh good. Is he retrieving the item?

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Turns to all others:: All: Okay, listen up. I don´t want anyone seen waving a tricoder, either in my company, or near this crate I hope will be on the other side. For these whispers that seem to be here. I can´t explain them, just try to ignore them, we have a mission to complete now.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Senses that everyone is getting real jumpy::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: moves into the room slowly, keeping alert::

TO_Sondar says:
@::sees the light:: OPS/CTO: Look at that, ::moves around the right side of the bay, keeping an eye out for anything werider then the snack person behind him::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@TO: same as last time please

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: He's checking the ship with the rest of the crew. Do you know anythign about the ship?

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::walks casually towards the open cargo bay doors checking his oxygen levels on the forearm readout::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::senses something strange from the Evirra guy and decides to keep an eye on him::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Walks through the doors and sees the light aswell:: Self: What happened!?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Looks for a loader or something to move the Lt.'s box back to the shuttle::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::taps at the forearm readouts and then looks up as they approach the second cargo bay:: All: Nice of them to leave these doors open for us...

Heather says:
FCO: The information we got from the Cardassians wasn't very good.... consideing how they are enemies of the Alliance...  I only knew of the ship and how they were trying to get here first.


Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::eyes the crate warily:: All: Allright ... bingo. ::taps his com panel again:: *FCO*: We've located the cargo ... can you lock onto it with the transporter?

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: Sounds like it was important to them.

Heather says:
::shakes her head again:: FCO: And then... there was what Evirra said.... from my other set of memories... that this item is something the Breen stole from us... is that right?

FCO_Shania says:
*OPS* Hold on. ::tries to lock onto the cargo::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@OPS: That would not be a good idea. ::After hearing the OPS question::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@Evirra: should it be doing that?

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: In the middle of this cargo bay, the crate is floating in zero-g. A large crack along it's front side seems to be where the light is coming from.

FCO_Shania says:
*OPS* I can't get a lock on it.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::studies what is going on around him::


TO_Sondar says:
@::wishes they would just hurry, this place and espically that crate is giving him the creepys::


Host OPS_B`lee says:
@*FCO*: Okay ... we'll have to do this the hard way then. B'lee out.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@TO: secure the area, i don't want any other surprises

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::examines the crack:: All: Allright ... anti-grav units. Here, here ... and here. ::points out the contact points:: Evirra: Want to give me an idea of how much this thing weighs?

Heather says:
::brightens hearing B'lee, hears the FCO::  *OPS*: I think we were told not to use the transporter on it...

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: I get the feeling we've just found wht the Cardassians were looking for.

Lt_Evirra says:
@CTO: I... I don´t know. I´m not sure waht´s wrong with it. It´s not supposed to be in this state.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Sees the sources of the light and moves to get a closer look at it::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::hears Heather, glad she is all right:: *CO*: Aye sir ... just ruling out options.

Heather says:
::nods:: FCO: Yes... and SFI...

TO_Sondar says:
@::nods to the CTO and moves around the area checking for anything unusual::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: moves round, securing the area::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::steps in between the CSO and the crate:: CSO: Wait....

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::looks at the Counselor:: CNS: Counselor...?

Heather says:
::smiles and feels all warm and fuzzy hearing his voice::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::thinks a moment:: All: Letssss not russssh into thisssss.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: stops and looks at the CNS::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@CNS:What now, i just wnated to satisfy my scientific curiosty.

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::balks:: CNS: Rushing into things is what I do best...

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Hears B´lee talk to him:: OPS: I really don´t have a clue. It should be somewhere nearing 800 pounds, but seeing it´s current condition, I´m not sure. The weight might have changed.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@CNS: do you want to talk to it first?


Host OPS_B`lee says:
@Evirra: It's a good bet that if we move this thing that crates going to come apart around it.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::shakes his head:: All: I understand that all of you are in a hurry to solve this but I do not want to see one of you hurt...remember the uniforms with no DNA traces...that could be you..

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@CNS: Either way we should at least patch that hole before we load it on a shuttle.

TO_Sondar says:
@::breaks up laughing at CNS::  CNS: I am sure it has many pleasent things to say, but could get at least get it to the runabout before you tell it  bed time story

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@CNS: There's still no gurantee those uniforms weren't put their for our show ... that could account for no dna traces. ::looks to the others:: All: Anyone have any reason not to proceed?

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: laughs::

Heather says:
::really wonders what is going on out there::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@CNS: Good point, it would be a waste of data collected so far if I got erased now.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: apart from not trusting Evirra or SFI... no

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::glances at Sondar and Bost'k:: CTO/TO: Enough, you two .... we're not going to take the Counselor's concerns lightly. ::grimaces at them and walks towards the crate::

TO_Sondar says:
@nods in agreement with the CTO::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@All: I would hate to loose a member and have to listen to all of your crying. ::smiles hoping they caught his humor::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: sorry man

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@OPS: I don't feel those uniforms where put there for show, I believe they where occupied before the accident.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::smiles thinking: I like this science guy::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@CSO/CNS: Okay ... it's your show. How do you propose we proceed?

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Walks over to the crate, inspects the crack in it::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::whispers:: CSO: We need a scan of that  thing. I'll distract Evirra you get us a reading.

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::points Sondar towards Evirra::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@OPS: First thing first we need to see if we can patch this hole in the box or provide a bigger box to transport it in.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@Evirra: can we move it?

TO_Sondar says:
@::moves towards Evirra::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@CSO: I'm afraid I left my crate-o-matic back on the Tal-War. CTO: See if you can find something for us to stow this thing in ... a bigger box, or something.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::WHispers back:: Let's get that hole fixed first.


Heather says:
::gets an idea and goes and gets a tricorder:: FCO: I'll be right back.... I am going to get a scanner.

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Frowns as he takes a few steps back:: Self: What the?! The sphere cracked! ::Looks at the CTO, startled:: CTO: Uhm.. Not yyet, I need to take a closer look at this crack first. ::Walks back to the crate::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: will do

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: As Evirra peeks inside through the crack again, he is overwhelmed with images of people struggling for life and losing...


FCO_Shania says:
Heather: Ok. Don't bump your head...

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Looks at the images again, fear clearly visible on his face. He never felt like this before in his life::

Heather says:
::smiles:: FCO: I don't plan to... ::steps into the habitat module and focuses on her fed set or memories, finds a med kit and pulls out a tricorder::


CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: doesn't like the answer and is getting angry (which is rare for Bost`k)::  Evirra: what's in the crate!  :: shouting::

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: On the runabouts, both sensor consoles go through the roof as they detect a subspace distortion coming from the Breen ship.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::sees Evirra:: CTO: Calm down, something is wrong. ::runs to Evirra's side:: Evirra: What is it?

TO_Sondar says:
@::looks at Evirra:: Evirra: Dude, are you okay :;sees his face and wonders what got his shorts in a wade::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::hears Bost'k shouting and pushes past the CNS and CSO:: Evirra/CTO: What's going on over here? CTO: I thought I told you to find us a bigger box?

Heather says:
::scans herself then looks at the readings:: Self: Half-Betazoid? How could that be? The Betazoids were conquered by the Cardassians...

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::GRabs his head to the sudden rush of Emotional data flow::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Jerks his head to face Bost´k, giving him a look, telling him to stay calm and not interrupt him::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Goes down on his knees::

Heather says:
Self: Then I have to be in the Federation universe... ::frowns a moment::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: you did, sorry  :: goes to find a box::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Turns to B´lee:: OPS: I... I´m not sure. Have a look for yourself. I don´t know what this is. Or what this means.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Tries to get a balance on the sudden impact of the additional Psionic stresses::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::sees the CSO go down as well, decides that he needs to be beside Evirra:: Evirra: What issss going on?

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::looks at Evirra oddly, since he's the one who didn't want anyone looking in his crate. Yanks the tricorder out of Evirra's belt and flips it open, scanning the crate::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: returns to the others::  OPS: no box, sorry

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Grabs the tricoder back from B´lee:: OPS: No scanning!

TO_Sondar says:
@::looks at B'lee and Evirra and wonders what is going on::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::backhands Evirra, really not caring what he thinks:: CTO: Seize him!

FCO_Shania says:
*OPS* I'm getting readings of a subspace distortion from the Breen ship.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::fed up with what is going on he grabs Evirra and drags him away from the crate::

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: The moment B'Lee flips open the tricorder, the light intensifies and ghost images of people close to death appear in front of B'Lee's face.

TO_Sondar says:
@::raises his phaser at Evirra::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::eyes go wide at the ghost images::

Heather says:
::returns to the hatch:: FCO: I am alright... do you know when the team will be getting back? ::sits down at the sci panel and runs a sensor sweep::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Grabs his phaser:: All: Stand clear! If you really don´t co-operate, I´ll have to get this done the hard way!

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: A second, larger subspace distortion sets off the alarms on the runabouts

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: raises phaser rifle and points it at Evirra::   Evirra: step away from the box!

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::closes the tricorder, gasping:: All: Did you all see that?

Heather says:
FCO: Woah! A large subspace distortion!

TO_Sondar says:
@::fires at Evirra::

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: I hope they get away from those distortions the sensors are picking up!

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::sees the phaser he attempts to tackle Evirra::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Dives behind the crate, returning fire::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::With the increase activity he goes flat on his back rocking slowly to get a handle on the increased psionic activity::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@Evirra: drop the phaser!   oh

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Runs to the otehr side of the room, still firing at the others, phasers set to stun::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::hears the phasers start to go off around him and drops to the deck on the opposite side of the crate from Evirra:: All: Hold your fire!

FCO_Shania says:
*OPS* The sensors pick up a second, larger distortion. Are you alright?

CTO_Bost`k says:
@TO: did i tell you to fire?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Then passes out::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::doesn't have a chance to respond to the communique:: All: Hold your fire! Hold your fire!

TO_Sondar says:
@::looks at the CTO:: CTO: Sir, he raises his weopan, he was goign to shoot us

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: dives for cover and fires phaser rifle at Evirra's leg  (is a trained sniper, thought i'd remind you)::

Heather says:
*OPS*: B'lee, love... are you alright?

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: The perfect sniper shot from Bost'k somehow gets bended awat and hits the far wall.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::on the ground from his missed tackle he sits up and decides to watch what is going on::

TO_Sondar says:
@::hits the deck aims at Evirra, but hold his fire.  Thinking this is stupid he should just  shoot the stupid Lt.::


Host OPS_B`lee says:
@Evirra: Put down your phaser and come out here....

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: holds fire::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Angry:: All: Okay, stop it, now! We have to work TOGETHER. As I explained to your first officer, this mission is far more important than any order you get. Even if it would be coming from the commander in chief of Starfleet on Earth.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: shouting::  Evirra: what's in the box?!

Heather says:
::sees the distortion closed:: FCO: Looks like the second distortion closed... ::frets over the team down on the ship::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::frowns and gets up beside the crate:: Evirra:: All any of us want to do is get this job over with ... now put down your weapon.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@Evirra: what's in the box?

Lt_Evirra says:
@CTO: A sphere! Existing of pure duranium!

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::sits just soaking it all in::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@Evirra: what's so impotant about that?

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@All: Now let's find a way to seal this crack so we can get moving... CTO: Bost'k, your phaser ... try to weld this whole shut.

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Puts down his phaser:: OPS: Alright. But I need your full cooperation from now on. This mission is either a succes, with a safe return home, or a failure... With all consequences. Do you understand that?

FCO_Shania says:
Heather: Looks like it. The sensors don't pick it up anymore.

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Turns to Bost´k:: CTO: Belay that order!

Heather says:
::nods:: FCO: I hope they are alright down there.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: aye sir.  :: waits::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::growls:: Evirra: What now?!

Lt_Evirra says:
@OPS: Everyone, keep away from this crate. We might damage the contents.

Heather says:
::wishes like heck they'd hear from the team::

Host OPS_B`lee says:
@::standing right next to the crate for some time now:: Evirra: How do you propose we move it if we can't transport it and we can't get anywhere near it?


CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: i'd like to hear his answer to that one

Host SM_Rascal says:
<<<<<<<<<<< End 'Through the mist', Part 3 >>>>>>>>>>>


